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Abstract

In this paper we present some of the fundamental principles of a research program—the Sub-Symbolic Paradigm (SSP)—based on a particular approach to unifying connectionist and symbolic computation. SSP has been developed primarily for the study of higher cognitive domains, and in this paper we focus on SSP research on language and grammar. The SSP principles integrating connectionist and symbolic computation are developed by establishing mathematical relationships between two levels of description of a single computational system: at the lower level, the system is formally described in terms of highly distributed patterns of activity over connectionist units, and the dynamics of these units; at the higher level, the same system is formally described in terms of symbol structures, the constraints governing them, and the processes manipulating them. Applied to natural language, these computational principles entail that a central organizing principle of grammar is *optimality*: a grammar is a means of determining which of any set of structural analyses of an input is the most well-formed. Such a *Harmonic Grammar* consists of a set of conflicting “soft” rules or constraints, each of which is in principle violable in the appropriate context. This constitutes a novel framework for formal grammar which emerges from the connectionist computational substrate. We describe how such soft rules allow for precise treatment of a complex set of interactions of semantic and syntactic constraints in a single language, and of universal patterns of interaction among phonological constraints.
Few would deny that over the past decade or so, neural or connectionist networks have produced an explosion of results and a great deal of interest. Yet this approach to the computational modeling of intelligent cognitive systems faces fundamental problems. The research proposed here has a major connectionist component, but it distinguishes itself from the bulk of connectionist research in the following respects:

(0) a. It is strongly guided by symbolic computation, but not a "hybrid" in the usual sense: the connectionist and symbolic computation involved are not two components of a composite system, but two descriptions of a single system. We call this "integrated connectionist/symbolic computation."

b. The emphasis is on higher level cognitive processes, with a main focus on language, which provides a particularly challenging testbed, since symbolic computation is so central to existing theory.

c. The main emphasis in the language research is on formal grammars for natural language, with supporting research on the grammars of formal languages.

d. The methodological emphasis is on the development and theoretical analysis of general mathematical principles, rather than simulation experiments on limited, specific "models."

We believe that (i) these properties allow our work to overcome several shortcomings of much connectionist research, and that (ii) the results already achieved in this research program show its soundness and promise. To argue (i), we begin this overview (Section 1) with a brief summary of the goals which have shaped this research, leading it to have the properties (0). In Section 2 we give a brief, high-level summary of some previous results of the research program, addressing (ii). In Sections 3–4 we present the fundamental principles of the approach, and at the end of Section 4 we compare our approach for relating connectionism and language to other approaches.

1 Research Goals

Our approach to integrating connectionist and symbolic computation has evolved as a solution to what we take to be a profound paradox lying at the heart of cognitive science. Formal theories of logical reasoning, grammar, and other higher mental faculties compel us to think of the mind as a machine for rule-based manipulation of structured arrays of symbols. What we know of the brain compels us to think of human information processing in terms of manipulation of a large set of numbers, the activity levels of interconnected neurons. Finally, the richness of human behavior, both in everyday environments and in the controlled environments of the psychological laboratory, seems to defy rule-based description, displaying strong sensitivity to subtle statistical factors in experience, as well as to structural properties of information. To solve the Central Paradox of Cognition is to resolve these contradictions with a unified theory of the organization of the mind, of the brain, of behavior, and of the environment. To this end, we set the goal of a theory that is:

(1) Theoretically Integrated. A theory:

a. that addresses the full challenges of higher-level cognition,

b. while achieving both "horizontal" and "vertical" integration.

"Higher level cognition," refers to those rather abstract domains—e.g., language, problem solving, reasoning, abstract planning—where nearly all existing cognitive theory relies heavily on some sort
of symbolic computational model. A "horizontally integrated" theory is one that provides a coherent account of the interrelation of cognitive processes across the wide range of higher- and lower-level cognitive domains. "Vertical integration" requires a coherent theory of the interrelation of the multiple levels of organization spanning from the neural level up to the highest mental levels.

In Smolensky's paper [55] On the proper treatment of connectionism, an approach to the Central Paradox and the goal of Theoretical Integration called the Sub-Symbolic Paradigm ("SSP") was developed. In SSP, connectionism achieves vertical integration by adopting a level of description intermediate between those of neurons and of symbols, and by exploiting this intermediate ("subsymbolic") level as a bridge for bringing into contact theories of brain and theories of mind. Furthermore, it was argued, connectionism provides a computational account of a unified cognitive architecture upon which can reside quite varied processes or virtual machines that serve the varying needs of diverse cognitive domains; this is a powerful means of achieving horizontal integration. Thus the same fundamental connectionist computational mechanisms can be seen to underly perceptual processes, memory, and certain higher-level processes; different principles of organization emerge as higher-level descriptions of different kinds of connectionist networks operating in different kinds of information-processing environments.

The other goals shaping the proposed research are methodological—the development of a theory that is:

(2) **Methodologically Integrated.** A theory:
   a. that integrates the theoretical insights into the various cognitive domains contributed by the numerous and varied relevant disciplines;
   b. whose development effectively exploits the diverse methodologies of these disciplines; and
   c. whose content constructively feeds into these disciplines and furthers their own particular goals.

(3) **Principle-Centered.** A theory:
   a. centered on key analytical concepts and on the general principles governing them,
   b. the principles being embedded in an overarching formal theoretical framework grounded on mathematically sound and powerful foundations.

Together, these Three Goals have led to a research program with the properties (0)—a research program which, compared to the majority of connectionist research, is more tightly integrated with symbolic research on computation and language, and based more in theoretical and mathematical analysis than in experimentation.

2 **Previous Results**

Some of the previous results of the SSP research program can be briefly summarized at a high level as follows:

(4) a. SSP develops a mathematical formalism showing precisely how a mental representation can be *simultaneously* a fully distributed pattern of numerical activities at one level of analysis and the functional near-equivalent of a symbolic structure when analyzed at a higher level [32, 54, 56].
b. SSP shows in mathematical detail, illustrated by computer simulations, how mental processing can be simultaneously a massively parallel process of spreading activation at one level of analysis and, at a higher level, a kind of parallel holistic manipulation of symbolic structures—even those containing recursive embedding [8, 32, 56].

c. SSP and related connectionist research demonstrate that the overall effects of spreading activation can often be analyzed at a higher level as a process of optimization, in which a representation is constructed that maximizes a connectionist measure of well-formedness we call Harmony [4, 12, 13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 30, 51, 52].

d. SSP shows how to combine the three preceding results (a–c) to define a new formalism for grammar, a formalism which has been successfully used to address long-standing problems in phonology and syntax to which solutions within purely symbolic theory have been problematic. This formalism—Harmonic Grammar—constitutes a novel integration of connectionist and symbolic computation, and rests on both symbolic and connectionist technical advances [30, 31, 33, 34, 45, 44].

e. SSP combines (a–c) to shed new light on a central problem in the foundations of cognitive science, emphasized by Fodor & Pylyshyn [11] in their highly influential critique of connectionist theory: the explanation of how higher cognition can achieve, with finite and fixed resources, competence that is highly systematic, coherent, compositional, and productive [53, 57].

These results constitute direct progress in the achievement of the Three Goals. The cognitive problems addressed in (4d,e) are among the most central in higher cognition, falling squarely under Theoretical Integration (1a). Results (4a–c) provide the supporting pillars of a vertically integrated theory, while involving general notions of connectionist computation that cut across many cognitive domains and simultaneously support horizontal integration: a significant step towards Theoretical Integration. Considerable Methodological Integration has been achieved by targeting problems in higher-level cognition which rely heavily on symbolic computation, which have been of central interest in related fields such as linguistics, by adopting the formulation of those problems that have been developed by the practitioners of those fields, and by giving a major role to the theoretical constructs and established methodologies of these other disciplines.

The final goal of Principle-Centering is served by all the results (4). In each case, the results take the form of powerful and general cognitive principles, centered on novel concepts for understanding cognition that arise from viewing a lower-level connectionist computational model and a higher-level symbolic computational model as two descriptions, at different levels of analysis, of one and the same computational system. Some of these principles are presented below as (5)–(8). The connectionist technical innovations of SSP have contributed substantially to the soundness and power of the mathematical framework supporting a connectionist theory of higher cognition. Original symbolic technical contributions have also provided innovations in grammar formalism. Key have been mathematical bridges between the continuous, numerical model of computation underlying connectionism and the discrete, symbolic computation of virtual machines that emerge as natural higher-level approximate descriptions of appropriately designed connectionist systems. These mathematical techniques provide the kind of technical leverage needed to make progress on the Central Paradox of Cognition.

3 Emergence of Symbolic from Connectionist Computation

We now present a high-level summary of three principles which are fundamental to the SSP approach:
(5) a. When analyzed at the lower level, mental representations are distributed patterns of connectionist activity; when analyzed at a higher level, these same representations constitute symbolic structures.

b. When analyzed at the lower level, mental processes are massively parallel numerical activation spreading; when analyzed at a higher level, these same processes constitute a form of symbol manipulation in which entire structures, possibly involving recursive embedding, are manipulated in parallel.

c. When the lower-level description of the activation spreading processes satisfies certain mathematical properties, this process can be analyzed on a higher level as the construction of that symbolic structure including the given input structure which maximizes Harmony: the Harmony can be computed either at the lower level as a particular mathematical function of the numbers comprising the activation pattern, or at the higher level as a function of the symbolic constituents comprising the structure.

The two closely related principles (5a,b) employ tensor calculus to design the global properties of complex activity patterns, enabling the construction of recursive connectionist representations and networks with symbolic higher-level properties. The technique is called tensor product representation [32, 56].

The lower- and higher-level descriptions of a representation (5a) are related as follows. The higher-level description is that of a symbolic structure characterized by a set of structural roles, each of which may be occupied by a filler, which is a constituent symbolic structure. The corresponding lower-level description is a vector (of activity values of connectionist units) which is the superposition or sum of vectors each representing one of the constituents; these constituent vectors consist of the tensor or generalized outer product of a vector representing the filler times a vector representing its structural role. Tensor calculus allows these representations to be defined recursively, so that fillers which are themselves complex structures are represented by vectors which in turn are recursively defined as tensor product representations.

Structure-sensitive symbolic processing (5b) of these representations is achieved by means of operations from tensor calculus which check conditions on constituents and which use linear transformations to move constituents in given structural roles to new ones, or to modify the fillers in given roles. Such operations are naturally embodied in connectionist networks [6, 7, 8, 32, 54].

Principle (5c) combines the tensor analysis techniques underlying (5a,b) with another technique from mathematical physics: Lyapunov functions. In the simplest cases, the core of the Harmony (Lyapunov) function can be written at the lower, connectionist level simply as the quadratic form \( H = a^T W a \), where \( a \) is the network's activation vector and \( W \) its connection weight matrix. The linear character of tensor product representations and the bilinear nature of \( H \) imply that the Harmony can be computed at the higher, symbolic level [30]: \( H = \sum_{c_1, c_2} H_{c_1; c_2} \); each \( H_{c_1; c_2} \) is the Harmony of having the two symbolic constituents \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) in the same structure (the \( c_i \) are actually constituents in particular structural roles, and may be the same).

This research has developed the concrete mathematical techniques needed to perform computations using principles (5a–c), and has realized these computations in computer simulations. One simple simulation, designed purely to demonstrate the formal capabilities of the technique, takes as input a distributed pattern of activity representing the tree structure underlying an English sentence, determines by inspecting the structure whether the form is that of an active or passive sentence, and, accordingly, produces as output a distributed representation of a tree structure encoding a predicate-calcus form of the semantic interpretation of the input sentence [32]. The network performs all the
required symbol manipulation in parallel, and handles entire embedded sub-trees (e.g., complex NPs) as readily as it does simple symbols.

**Methodology.** This research is made possible by methodological innovations intimately involving all the Three Goals. The insights and techniques required come from symbolic modeling of higher cognition, connectionist computation, discrete mathematical analysis, continuous mathematical analysis, symbolic computing, and numerical computing. The work requires identifying (a) what is central in symbolic computation for theories of higher-level cognition, and (b) how that can be formalized within discrete mathematics; (c) what is central in the higher-level characterization of connectionist computation, and (d) how that can be formalized within continuous mathematics; and then (e) how these elements of continuous and discrete mathematics can be unified in terms of general principles, concrete means of formal calculation, and computer simulation. Only when these disparate activities (a–e) function as a unit can they produce the results described here.

## 4 Optimization in Grammar

A particularly challenging domain which provides an excellent testbed in which to develop the principles (5) underlying integrated connectionist-symbolic computation is *language*: specifically, the study of the grammars of natural and formal languages. We will view the grammar of a language in two ways: descriptively, as a function which identifies via an abstract specification the correct linguistic structure to output for each given input, and algorithmically, as a device for actually constructing this output.¹

In descriptive grammar, as studied particularly within theoretical linguistics, an extremely powerful methodology has developed in which a central role is played by the study of the *well-formedness* of various structures. This notion applies not only to traditional linguistic problems such as those of phonology and syntax, but also to problems of central interest to computational linguistics, such as semantic interpretation: purely syntactic structures such as parse trees are not the only structures that can be separated by a grammar into those which are well- and ill-formed—the same is true of structures that combine both syntactic and semantic information. Thus, e.g., in a number of unification-based approaches to syntax and semantics, the “correct” semantic interpretation of an input sentence is analyzed as the semantic part of the well-formed structure which contains the input, together with associated syntactic and semantic information (e.g., [50]).

Thus a powerful concept around which to build a connectionist-grounded theory of grammar is that of linguistic well-formedness. And the principles (5) turn out to be exactly what we need to do just that. The further fundamental principles underlying current SSP work on grammar are [30]²:

---

¹For example, the phonological component of a grammar might receive as its input a string of phonemes constructed in the morphological component by concatenating the phonemes of a verb stem with the phonemes of a verb ending. The phonological component’s job might then be to output a structure in which (a) some phonemes may have been altered to meet various phonological constraints in the language, and (b) hierarchical structure has been added which groups phonemes into syllables, syllables into metrical feet, etc., and (c) accentual structure has been added, marking varying degrees of stress on syllables, etc. Another example would be the syntactic/semantic component of a grammar, which might receive as input a string of word tokens, and might produce as output a structure in which (a) the words are tagged as to lexical class; (b) the string is parsed into phrases; and (c) semantic structures capturing various aspects of the string’s meaning are included.

²This principle is conceptually related to ideas applying Harmony Theory to linguistics which have been proposed in Goldsmith’s *harmonic phonology* [14, 16] and Lakoff’s *cognitive phonology* [25, 26] although the formal development described here has no counterpart in either Lakoff’s or Goldsmith’s work to date.
(6) a. The well-formedness of a linguistic structure is measured by the Harmony of that structure.

b. Descriptively, the grammar assigns to an input that linguistic structure which is most well-formed, i.e., has maximal Harmony. The descriptive grammar can therefore be specified by the Harmony function itself, which measures the well-formedness of all possible linguistic representations that could be assigned to an input.

c. Algorithmically, the grammar is a Harmony-maximizing connectionist network, the Harmony function of which specifies the descriptive grammar.

Numerical Theory. The theory now proceeds along two somewhat different paths, one numerical, the other non-numerical. The former is based on the following principle, a direct consequence of (5c) [30]:

(7) a. The explicit form of the Harmony function can be computed to be a sum of terms each of which measures the well-formedness arising from the coexistence, within a single structure, of a pair of constituents in their particular structural roles.

b. Thus the descriptive grammar can be identified as a set of soft rules each of the form:

If a linguistic structure $S$ simultaneously contains constituent $c_1$ in structural role $r_1$ and constituent $c_2$ in structural role $r_2$, then add to $H(S)$, the Harmony value of $S$, the quantity $H_{c_1,r_1;c_2,r_2}$ (which may be positive or negative; and $c_1,r_1$ may $= c_2,r_2$).

A set of such soft rules (or “constraints,” or “preferences”) defines a Harmonic Grammar.

c. The constituents referred to in the soft rules include both those that are given in the input and the “hidden” constituents that are assigned to the input by the grammar. The problem for the algorithmic grammar is to construct that structure $S$, containing both input and “hidden” constituents, with the highest overall Harmony $H(S)$.

The distinction between well- and ill-formed inputs, according to this theory, is a numerically graded one: the higher the value of $H(S)$ for the structure $S$ assigned by the grammar to an input, the more well-formed is that input. The soft rules in a Harmonic Grammar can potentially interact very strongly; the Harmony-maximizing structure, and its degree of well-formedness, can be highly sensitive to combinations of factors in the input.

Following goal (2), Methodological Integration, we take as a starting point for a Harmonic Grammar analysis of a particular linguistic phenomenon the working hypothesis that the particular kinds of constituent structures posited by the best current linguistic theories of that phenomenon are indeed valid higher level descriptions of the relevant representations. We then study patterns of well-formedness judgments to identify candidate constituent interactions; this gives us a set of candidate soft rules (7b), in which the numerical constants $H_{c_1,r_1;c_2,r_2}$ are unknown. These numerical values can then be automatically determined from the well-formedness judgments elicited from native speakers by an appropriately generalized version of the connectionist learning algorithm, back-propagation [47].

Applications to Syntax/Semantics. We have applied Harmonic Grammar (henceforth, HG) to the study of a particular phenomenon in the syntax and semantics of natural language: unaccusativity or split intransitivity [31].\(^3\) This phenomenon can be introduced to those unfamiliar with it

\(^3\)We chose unaccusativity phenomena as our first testbed because we rated it well according to eight criteria: (a) it is one facet of a central issue in syntax/semantics (argument structure); (b) it is a phenomenon well-studied by linguists,
as follows. Of central importance in the interaction of syntax and semantics is the argument structure of verbs, which, on one view, relates the syntactic roles of a verb's arguments to the semantic roles of the interpretation of those arguments as participants in the described event. Perhaps not surprisingly, given its central role in language, argument structure has turned out to be quite a challenging problem, and a number of linguists have focussed attention on the simplest case: events with one participant described by intransitive verbs.

In practically every language in which intransitive verbs have been carefully examined, it appears that they split into two classes, depending on whether their single argument behaves like the subject or direct object of a transitive verb in that language. In some languages, the distinction is reflected in the morphological marking of the verb: in Lakota (a Siouan language), the two arguments of a transitive verb are directly encoded into the verb via a morpheme X corresponding to the subject and a morpheme Y corresponding to the direct object. Intransitive verbs contain a single morpheme corresponding to their single argument, which in some cases is X (typically agentive verbs, but not always), and in others is Y (typically non-agentive verbs, but not always) [35, 63]. In languages with impoverished morphology such as English and French, there is no immediately visible distinction among intransitive verbs; yet a distinction can nearly always be observed in certain syntactic phenomena. For example, French has a construction in which the main verb croire 'believe' occurs with a participial complement, corresponding to English I believe John gone. In the French construction, only the direct object of transitive verbs or the argument of some intransitive verbs can appear as the object of croire; the subject of transitive verbs and the arguments of the remaining intransitive verbs cannot. The same distinction can be observed in a half-dozen other syntactic constructions in French [28, 29].

A variety of theoretical approaches have shed light on unaccusativity phenomena. Some have emphasized the parallel between the split among intransitives in certain syntactic contexts and the corresponding split in behavior of the subject and direct object of transitives, as just exemplified for the croire construction. They advocate a "deep" syntactic distinction, claiming in essence that the argument structure of some intransitive verbs dubbed "unaccusative" calls for a deep direct object, rather than a deep subject, as called for with "unergative" intransitives [3, 40, 41]. In such treatments, a deep direct object is often claimed to be a necessary condition for an intransitive verb to appear in a given (e.g., croire) construction, but such a condition is usually not sufficient, as the acceptability of the resulting sentence is sometimes sensitive to semantic and aspectual properties of both the intransitive verb and its argument [28, 36]. This is one reason that different constructions do not allow exactly the same set of "unaccusative" verbs: the problem of unaccusativity mismatches. The deep syntactic approach must incorporate an explicit account of the interacting semantic and aspectual factors if it

... (c) yet it is not completely understood, and offers the potential for new contributions; (d) it sometimes exhibits strong, complex interactions of multiple syntactic and semantic factors (as we have shown in our research in French), and so lends itself to one of the strengths of HG; (e) it involves some syntactic structure (as we and others have argued), ... (f) but it can be approached without dealing explicitly with issues of embedding (which the technical core of HG was not yet well equipped to handle when we began this work), ... (g) yet it can serve as a stepping stone for subsequent research on related phenomena that do crucially involve embedding; and, finally, (h) it is a domain in which Legendre has been working for some years, using traditional symbolic methods [28]. It is a pragmatic entailment of (a-b) that unaccusativity is a controversial phenomenon, and we assert (c-g) not because these claims are undisputed, but because we feel we have solid arguments to defend them—in the particular case of French, where our HG work to date has focussed. As suggested in (d-g), unaccusativity has been useful in the early stages of development of HG because it allows us to test whether HG can deal with the complexity of interactions that involve syntactic structure, without requiring that we deal explicitly with complexity in the syntactic structure itself; yet it gets a foot in the door leading to such complexity as well.

4For example, on this view, the argument structure of the passive verb was kissed tells us that in the sentence John was kissed by Mary, the argument of was kissed filling the syntactic role of subject—John—plays the semantic role of patient in the correct semantic interpretation: the sentence describes an event in which John receives a kiss.
is to give a complete account of the phenomena, including the complex pattern of mismatches.

Another line of work attempts to establish that such semantic and aspecual factors are themselves sufficient to provide a complete account, and that a deep syntactic distinction is unnecessary (e.g., [9, 61]). This controversy cannot be separated from such important and extremely controversial issues as mono- vs. multi-stratal syntax. But the level of complexity in the interaction between semantic and syntactic factors that underlie split intransitivity is often relegated to a secondary place in the discussions: broad tendencies are emphasized, while the extent of their validity, and the factors leading to their violation, are typically neglected.

As part of the research on unaccusativity in French including our HG work, we are carrying out detailed studies based on a data base of acceptability judgments which we have assembled: 8393 sentences involving 183 intransitive and 225 transitive verbs in 11 syntactic environments. Studies of the 3608 sentences in this data base involving intransitive verbs have corroborated some of the claimed universal semantic and aspecual tendencies, not corroborated others, and identified new regularities. Our conclusion at this point in our study is that, in French, (a) semantic and aspecual factors play a major role in unaccusativity phenomena; (b) their role is more complex than has been previously proposed; (c) they are not individually or conjunctively sufficient to provide a complete account; (d) a major role is also played by a deep syntactic distinction; and (e) the syntactic and semantic factors interact strongly.

Our HG account has co-evolved with and contributed to our study of syntactic and semantic accounts; in fact, it builds on and integrates these accounts. The HG account involves representations of deep grammatical functions (DGFs) subject and direct object, and so incorporates the syntactic approach. Unlike symbolic theories, however, a given intransitive verb does not require its argument to have one or the other DGF—instead, it has a preference for one over the other; any linguistic structure in which this preference is violated has its well-formedness (Harmony) reduced by a particular amount which characterizes the strength of that verb's preference. This preference is encoded in one of the lexical soft rules in the HG account. This rule interacts strongly with (a) other syntactic soft rules, (b) a set of semantic soft rules, and (c) soft rules concerning syntactic/semantic correspondences.6

The HG framework integrating these different types of constraint on well-formedness allows these constraints to interact strongly enough to account for the French data. Based on an earlier data base which we assembled, it correctly accounts for the acceptability judgments of all but 3 of the 885 sentences involving 143 intransitive verbs in five syntactic constructions [33]. A more comprehensive account currently under development [34] now correctly accounts for the well-formedness judgments of all but 104 of 8393 sentences involving 183 intransitive and 225 transitive verbs embedded in 11 syntactic constructions. With intransitives, the focus of the study, all but 14 of 3608 sentences are correctly accounted for.

---

6An example of type (a) is a rule that says the well-formedness of a croire construction is diminished if the target NP is not a direct object; these rules embody the syntactic constraints on the relevant constructions that derive from the syntactic approach. In this syntactically simplified account, the only syntactic factors appearing in these rules is the construction in which the intransitive is embedded, and a non-surface ("hidden") variable which we interpret as the DGF of the intransitive's argument. An example of a semantic rule of type (b) is one asserting that the well-formedness of croire constructions is reduced if the target NP is volitional; these rules capture the semantic and aspecual tendencies of the semantic approach. (The properties figuring in these rules are telicity, progressivizability, volitionality, animacy, and definiteness; our study of the French data has shown acceptability judgments to be sensitive to all these factors.) Finally, an example of a linking rule of type (c) is one stating that the well-formedness of a structure is increased if the argument of a progressivizable predicate is assigned the DGF direct object.
Non-numerical theory. In applying Harmonic Grammar to phonology, Smolensky and Alan Prince\(^6\) made a striking discovery: in a wide variety of phonological problems, the numerical strengths of soft rules arrange themselves so that the rules form strict dominance hierarchies. In these hierarchies, the preferences or constraints can be ordered from weakest to strongest in such a way that each constraint is stronger than all the weaker constraints combined; thus a given constraint must be satisfied (if possible), regardless of whether that entails violation of any number of weaker constraints—unless satisfying the constraint requires violating still stronger constraints that can otherwise be satisfied. In such situations, all the information carried by the numerical strengths of the soft rules can be re-expressed non-numerically as the ordering of the rules in the dominance hierarchy. Thus, in this special case, principle (7) can be reformulated in non-numerical terms. After considerable further development, which includes the development of a novel symbolic framework called Harmony-Theoretic Phonology, this principle assumes the following form [44, 45]:

(8)

a. A descriptive grammar is an axiomatically defined algebraic preference relation \(\succ\) among linguistic structures; \(S_1 \succ S_2\) is interpreted as “\(S_1\) is more Harmonious (well-formed) than \(S_2\).”

b. Given an input \(I\), such a grammar assigns as output that linguistic structure \(S\) which contains the input and which is maximally Harmonious; i.e., \(S \succ S'\) for all other structures \(S'\) containing \(I\).

c. The well-formedness relation \(\succ\) among linguistic structures is defined compositionally from well-formedness relations among the substructures from which the linguistic structures are built.

d. Most of the basic well-formedness relations and means of combination needed for the grammars of individual languages are universal: they appear in the grammars of all languages. What primarily distinguishes the grammars of individual languages is the particular ways the universal well-formedness rules are combined (e.g., the particular ordering of constraints in dominance hierarchies).

Applications to Phonology. This non-numerical formulation has been successfully applied to a variety of problems in phonology. A few examples of the problems which have been treated to date include: (a) the universal typology of basic syllable structure; (b) a detailed analysis of the remarkable Berber syllabification system;\(^7\) (c) classic interactions of various phonological processes such as those exhibited in Lardil and Yawelmani; and (d) the universal typology of stress systems. In (a), e.g., the universal typology arises simply by considering all possible dominance orderings of the following universal well-formedness relations:

(9)

a. A syllable is more well-formed if it has a filled onset position;

b. A syllable is less well-formed if it has a filled coda position;

c. A syllable is less well-formed if it contains unrealized (deleted) segments;

d. A syllable is less well-formed if it contains epenthetic (inserted) segments.

---

\(^6\)Department of Linguistics and Center for Cognitive Science, Rutgers University

\(^7\)In most languages, a vowel (consonant) must be parsed as the nucleus (onset or coda) of a syllable, so the possible parses of a phoneme string into syllables is fairly constrained. However, in Berber [5], virtually every phoneme can be parsed into any syllable position, greatly increasing the complexity of the syllabification process, descriptively as well as algorithmically.
The new formulation of phonology based on principle (8) makes a number of theoretical contributions; e.g.:

(10) a. A precise formal framework is provided for powerful kinds of constraint-based reasoning, some of which are new, and some of which have previously been available, but only informally.

b. Accounts of the interaction of various phonological processes based on the ordering of rules in a sequential derivation are replaced by a declarative characterization of phonological well-formedness in terms of the relative strengths in a given language of preferences, most universal, some language-particular. In place of language-specific derivational processes, we have the universal process of Harmony maximization (a process which in fact underlies the connectionist account of many other cognitive domains besides language, including lower-level processes such as perception and memory retrieval—note the implications for horizontal Theoretical Integration, (1b)).

c. Formal means are provided for deriving universal typologies from universal preferences, and for situating language-particular systems within a theory of universal phonology. For example, what previously appeared to be a rather singular, bizarre syllabification system in Berber can now be formally analyzed as a natural, albeit extreme, special case of the universal theory of syllabification.

Results (10b,c) constitute significant progress in the development of a formal, declarative, constraint-based theory of universal phonology, a theory which has been rather elusive despite much effort directed towards it.\(^8\)

**Methodology.** The two approaches comprising Harmonic Grammar are made possible by integrating several methodologies: elicitation and analysis of well-formedness judgments by native speakers, theoretical analysis of the structure of linguistic representations, development of novel symbolic formalizations of optimization, mathematical analysis of connectionist computation, and the design of specialized connectionist processing architectures, learning algorithms, and network analysis techniques.

It is worth contrasting the methodology developed here with the two most prevalent methodologies currently practiced for relating connectionism and language; this illustrates the import of the Three Goals of Section 1. Our strategy, embodied in principles (6) through (8), is: to abstract from particular connectionist models to general connectionist principles; to use these to derive a general grammar formalism; to test the descriptive adequacy of this formalism by using it to develop specific analyses of particular linguistic data (which is formally described both at a lower level as a connectionist net and at a higher level as a set of soft rules); and, finally, to test the explanatory adequacy of the formalism by using it to characterize universal properties of the grammars of human languages. By contrast, the most typical approach to applying connectionism to language [1, 24, 37, 38, 39, 42, 43, 48, 49, 58] is to identify some linguistic phenomenon of interest, construct specific data sets that exhibit it, train and test some particular connectionist network on these data, and then try to draw more general linguistic conclusions that go beyond these particular data. Thus the typical strategy attempts to connect connectionism and language by encoding particular data into particular networks, while the SSP strategy is to connect general high-level principles of connectionist computation with general linguistic principles: a direct manifestation of goal (3), Principle-Centering. Our point is not that the typical

\(^8\)Indeed, prominent generative phonologists have even tried to argue that such a theory is nonexistent [2].
approach does not yield interesting and important experimental results about what connectionist networks can learn, represent, and compute—our claim is rather that the alternative SSP approach can offer a complementary kind of contribution which relies heavily on the integration of connectionist and symbolic computation.

Other examples of work striving to explicitly integrate connectionist and linguistic principles include [10, 15, 17, 18, 27]. This work has brought to light some valuable relationships between connectionist computation and linguistics, although we note that the connectionist computational principles involved in this other work—e.g., principles of activation and inhibition of adjacent prominence values in a linear sequence; principles governing similarity and continuity in temporally adjacent output feature vectors—are more low-level and computationally weaker than the principle of Harmony maximization. The result is that, like the typical connectionist approach to language just discussed, contact between connectionism and linguistics is attempted at a rather lower level than is the case in the SSP work we have described. For example, while the Goldsmith-Larson approach [17] yields some suggestive computer simulation experiments on Berber syllabification, extensive analyses of this problem have been developed using both the Numerical and Non-numerical SSP approaches. The latter includes a connectionist implementation which bears considerable resemblance to the Goldsmith-Larson network—but because our network is mathematically derived to maximize a specially-designed Harmony function, precise theorems concerning the correctness of its competence can be proved; furthermore, it is integrated into the broad grammatical framework of HG, and a universal theory of syllabification (10c) [44].

Another alternative strategy [46, 59, 60, 62] could aptly be termed implementationist, in that it uses connectionist mechanisms to directly implement (often quite serial) symbolic rule application. Advocates of this methodology argue that it results in major revision of symbolic theory, but we believe that the implementational relationship it enforces between connectionist and symbolic computation calls on the weaknesses, rather than the strengths, of both: the kind of connectionist network used for this sort of implementation typically fails to exploit the power of connectionist computation resulting from learning algorithms, distributed representation, mutual constraint satisfaction, and optimization; and the kind of symbolic representations and operations that get implemented in these kinds of networks are typically quite impoverished. Such an unsatisfactory computational compromise imposes severe limits on a vehicle for advancing the theory of language, we believe, although advocates of the approach might well make a virtue of such constraints.

Taken in the broad context of research relating connectionism to higher-level cognition in general and to language in particular, we believe that the integrated connectionist/symbolic computational techniques we are developing in this research will be among those that make an enduring contribution, either directly through long-term survival or by leading in turn to better methods. The Sub-Symbolic Paradigm, we argue, makes possible significant progress towards achieving the Three Goals, and towards the resolution of the Central Paradox of Cognition.
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